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PDG booklet:

“The Z pole, W mass and neutral-current data 

can be used to search for and set limits on deviations 

from the Standard Model.” 

By now:  тz = 91.18760.0021 GeV,  mZ / mZ =2.310-5

One of  the new high energy e+e- colliders (FCCee*,CEPC) 

tasks is obtaining of  mZ / mZ ~ 10-6

To achieve this, the beam energy should be measured with 

the same accuracy.

*) For numerical estimations below we use the FCCee parameters (D.Shatilov, K.Oide. 59th FCC-ee

Optics Design Meeting, 25 Aug. 2017)

Goal



FCCee energy measurement techniques

 Resonant depolarization (Blondel, Wenninger, …)

 Laser Compton method with registration of electrons/positrons which 

lose energy (Muchnoi)

 Waveguide Compton monitor of beam energy. The accuracy of 10-4 is

relevant rather in experiment on the top-quark mass measurement at 

175 GeV (Nikitin/Levichev)

 Kinematic reconstruction of events under elastic scattering of beam 

particles on quasi-rest electrons of internal target (Koop)

The methods are either not so good (do not give a full guarantee for the 

required accuracy of ~10-6) or as one of them is suitable not for the Z

mass measurement, but for the t-quark one. By this reason

we dare to study another one



Lorentz  invariant of collision

)cos1(2 21

2  EEM

= squared energy in center-of-momentum frame=

=squared mass of two colliding particle system



Concept briefly

• We propose to build two additional low energy storage rings 
around FCCee IP (ring length is ~200-300 m)

• They  cross the main FCCee rings at large angle  to 

produce in collision narrow resonances (either J/Psi or Y) 

used as reference points (like isotope lines in Compton 

Backscattering method) 

• Energy E2 of reference ring is changed and measured using 

RD  with  accuracy  of10-6 in several points of  resonance 

curve 

• Fitting experimental data we find position of resonance peak 

on RR energy scale ( related E2)

• FCCee beam energy E1 is determined using PDG value of 

resonance mass M=Mr , precise knowledge of crossing 

angle  and related value of E2. 



Precision estimate



Different kinematic schemes were considered depending on crossing angle 

and kind of narrow resonance chosen as benchmark with option of beam 

reversal. For instance:

Beam reversal, combined with use of precision BPM, makes it possible to 

dispense with accurate measurement of .

Below, we consider another option that seems more universal, 

accurate and effective



J/ meson as benchmark

To produce J/ we need:

At =161

FCCee energy E1=45 GeV,

RR energy       E2=1.95 GeV;

…

FCCee energy E1=175 GeV,
RR energy       E2=0.6   GeV.

All spin integer resonances in 

RR are avoided.

For comparison,

at =144 ,   E2=0.550 GeV.

No  possibility  to apply for 

80, 120 and 175 GeV 

because 

of too low values  of E2

We need to know crossing angle with accuracy~10-6 rad



Luminosity on non-collinear beams



COM energy spread and shift



Main factors for option choice 

 RR energy:  not so high and not so low .  E2 ~ 0.5 -2 GeV 

from the view point of polarization and luminosity issues

 Focus on using J/Psi benchmark which has the largest 

cross section and best accuracy (effective cross sections 
below are given for VEPP-4M and VEPP-4 colliders with 

M =0.67 MeV at J/ and M =4.5 MeV at 1)

J/  ’ 1

3800 nb 700 nb 18nb
2 ppm 2.7 ppm ~10 ppm



Example of J/ reference collider



BB tune shifts at non-collinear collision

For Reference Collider parameters at previous slide the tune shifts are

very small. In particular, v=0.008, h=410-6 for probe particle from RR

beam. This allows us to hope for a realistic estimate of the luminosity



Model fit of experimental data to position

J/ on RR energy scale with 10-6 resolution

Data acquisition scenario for J/ and actual points
(KEDR-VEPP-4, 2003, Ldt=50 nb-1, W=0.67 MeV)

5 points
on E2 scale



At 1.31033 max luminosity of ‘benchmark collider’

with crossing angle =161, it is required to spend

at least 50 min, i.e. to take 4 pb-1, for positioning

J/ resonance on RR energy scale with statistical

error of 2.8 keV.

For comparison, PDG accuracy of J/Psi mass is

determined by systematic error of 6 keV (2 ppm).

Error of fitting increases total error by 10%.



Determination of crossing angle 

using Laser Tracer

 LT measures the 3D location of a mobile target with an accuracy of a few 

microns, over a range of tens of meters.  To find the angle one needs to

measure 6 distances among 4 reference points

 BPM electrical center location is found using a tungsten wire as antenna, 

stretched inside the vacuum chamber between two reference points     

http://www.etalon-ag.com/en/products/lasertracer/



Pre-installation and regular geodesic tests

Pre-installation reference points are intended to determine 

the crossing angle  before installing the X-form vacuum 

chamber section with four BPMs into the ring structure.  
Simultaneously,  the electrical BPM null positions should be 

calibrated using the tungsten wire as antenna. The wire is 

rigidly attached to pre-installation geodesic marks.

Stationary reference points  are needed to occasionally 

check the intersection angle based on the current BPM data 
during the experiment.

It allows consideration of the extended deformations of the 

vacuum chamber. Mutual arrangement of the BPM 

electrodes are assumed to remain unchanged.



Length measurement error contribution



Estimate of total error at J/ benchmark

At VEPP-4M luminosity was several orders of magnitude lower, and long-term

stability was worse than we expect in case of reference collider. But M in

VEPP-4M is several times smaller (0.7 MeV versus 3 MeV). Systematic error

like in VEPP-4M, given above, allows for some reserve upward.

It is worth thinking about clarifying the J/ mass in new series of experiments

(KEDR-VEPP-4M again?)



Supposed layout of RRs and related setups

Attention! The vertical and horizontal scales strongly differ!



10-6 accuracy Resonant Depolarization 

technique to measure energy  at VEPP-4M

PDG data  (red)  based on 

KEDR-VEPP-4M experiment



Touschek polarimeter

Counting rate normalized on

beam volume and squared

сurrent vs beam energy

(VEPP-4M measurement)

In supposed RR energy range 0.62 GeV,  expected efficiency of 

Touschek polarimeter is high!



‘Free bonus’ of reference collision

 Experiments using longitudinal polarization in the electron RR 

(Siberian Snake added)

 It is enough to have  the longitudinal polarization with a changeable sign 

of helicity in one of the colliding beams (no polarization in  the e+ main 

ring needed)

 Measurement of the parameters of weak interaction by means 

of the production of J/ and  1 mesons in e+e- annihilation 

 LP increases a sensibility of experiments on search of CP violence in 

tau -lepton decays in several times

 Production of ditaonium (bound state of + - ) which is a heaviest

leptonic atom sensitive to a New Physics 

These interesting opportunities are worth exploring



Discussion
 FCCee beam energy can be determined at a relevant level if the 

crossing angle  can be defined and monitored with good accuracy

 We choose the J/Psi peak like an isotope calibration line because 

of its high cross section and best accuracy data on mass

 Necessary accuracy in pre-installation  determination of  can be 

made using present Laser Tracers in combination with electrical 

calibration of BPM positions 

 Because of a large boost the space over IP section of a few meters 

scale is free to arrange geodesic means of crossing angle 

monitoring

 Beam energy is determined just in the straight section with the 

main IP (no systematics related to the radiative energy loss)



 Reference method with J/ as benchmark at  =161 works across 

the entire working spectrum of FCCee energy from 45 GeV to 175 

GeV. All spin integer resonances in RR are avoided.

 Hadron jet detector should be similar to those applied in fixed 

target experiments. It is remote from  IP  of reference collider to 

distance of several meters or more (large boost!).

 As compared with assumed complicated use of RD technique 

directly at supercollider rings, the Reference Collider method  

allows application of that at small rings  in the convenient range 

from 0.5 to 2 GeV, where a great deal of corresponding experience 

has been accumulated at VEPP-2M and VEPP-4/VEPP-4M.

 No  need to obtain polarization in the FCCee ring  at 175 GeV, 

where depolarizing effect of resonant spin diffusion (the instant 

spin tune spread due to the energy spread ~ 1) dominates.

- - - - -



 With longitudinal polarization in the reference electron ring, the

reference high luminosity collider makes it possible to carry out the

experiments on measuring vector weak coupling constant of b-quark

with Z-boson in the region of intermediate energies (at J/ and 1

resonances). They should supplement the similar experiments

performed at Z-pole and atomic transitions.

 Another attractive bonus of Reference Collider may be hypothetical

opportunity to study ditaonium production

 In spite the method needs additional storage rings, their 

length and cost are negligible compare  to the whole 

FCCee project!

- - - - -
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